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Abstract
A graph G = (V, E) is said to be magic if there exists an integer labeling f : V ∪ E −→ [1, |V ∪ E |]
such that f (x)+ f (y)+ f (xy) is constant for all edges xy ∈ E .
Enomoto, Masuda and Nakamigawa proved that there are magic graphs of order at most 3n2 + o(n2)
which contain a complete graph of order n. Bounds on Sidon sets show that the order of such a graph is at
least n2+o(n2). We close the gap between those two bounds by showing that, for any given connected graph
H of order n, there is a connected magic graph G of order n2+o(n2) containing H as an induced subgraph.
Moreover G admits a supermagic labeling f , which satisfies the additional condition f (V ) = [1, |V |].
c© 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A simple finite graph G = (V, E) is said to be magic if there is a bijection f : V ∪ E →
[1, |V ∪ E |] and a constant k such that f (x) + f (y) + f (xy) = k for each edge xy ∈ E . This
notion was introduced by Kotzig and Rosa [8] in 1966 under the name of magic valuations. If
f (V ) = [1, |V |] then the graph is supermagic; see for instance [2,11]. There are several related
notions under the name of magic labelings; see the dynamic survey of Gallian [5]. Our definition
of magic graphs corresponds there to total magic labelings, to stress the fact that both, vertices
and edges, are labeled.
Kotzig [7] proved that the complete graph Kn is magic only for n ≤ 6 and n 6= 4. A natural
question is to ask for the largest possible order of a clique in a magic graph. An upper bound for
the order plus the size of a magic graph containing a clique had been given already by Kotzig
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and Rosa [9]. They proved that, if G = (V, E) is a magic graph containing a complete graph of
order n > 8, then
|V | + |E | ≥ n2 − 5n + 14.
This result was improved by Enomoto, Masuda and Nakamigawa [3] to
|V | + |E | ≥ 2n2 − O(n3/2), (1)
by using the known upper bound for the cardinality of a Sidon set in [1, N ]. Recall that a set A
of integers is said to be a Sidon set if all sums of pairs of elements (not necessarily different) of
A, are pairwise distinct. In 1941 Erdo˝s and Tura´n [4] proved that a Sidon set A ⊂ [1, N ] satisfies
|A| ≤ N 1/2 + N 1/4 + 1.
Kotzig [7] calls a set A ⊂ Z a well spread sequence if all sums of distinct elements in A are
pairwise different. He showed that, if A ⊂ [1, N ]with N ≥ 8, then N ≥ 4+
( |A|−1
2
)
. Ruzsa [12]
calls such a set a weak Sidon set. He gives a short proof that a weak Sidon set in [1, N ] satisfies
|A| ≤ N 1/2 + 4N 1/4 + 11. (2)
Let f be a supermagic labeling of a graph G = (V, E). If A ⊂ V induces a clique in
G then f (A) is a weak Sidon set in [1, |V |]: for each pair of vertices x, y ∈ A, we have
f (x) + f (y) = k − f (xy), and thus the sums of labels of pairs of vertices in A are pairwise
distinct. Therefore, by inequality (2), a magic graph containing a clique of order n has order
|V | ≥ n2 − O(n3/2), (3)
which corresponds to the lower bound given in [3].
There are explicit constructions of (weak) Sidon sets whose cardinality is close to the upper
bound in (2). For instance, for any prime p, Singer gives a construction of a Sidon set of
cardinality p + 1 in [1, N ] with N = p2 + p + 1 and Bose gives one of cardinality p with
N = p2 − 1; see for instance [6]. Ruzsa [12] gives also another construction of a Sidon set with
p−1 elements in [1, p2− p]. As observed by the authors of [3, Lemma 3], since for each positive
integer n there is a prime p such that p ≤ n + o(n), these constructions provide Sidon sets of
order n in [1, N ] with N ≤ n2 + o(n2).
Dense Sidon sets provide the means to obtain lower bounds for the order of the largest possible
clique in a connected magic graph. By using the construction of Singer [13] for dense difference
sets Enomoto, Masuda and Nakamigawa [3] show that, for any graph H with n vertices and m
edges, there is a connected magic graph G containing H as an induced subgraph such that
|V (G)| ≤ 2m + 2n2 + o(n2). (4)
In particular, as shown independently by Wood [14, Theorem 1] along the same lines, there are
supermagic graphs G containing the complete graph Kn , such that
|V (G)| ≤ 3n2 + o(n2). (5)
Our main result, which closes the gap between the dominant terms in the bounds (5) and (3), can
be stated as follows.
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Theorem 1. Let s(n) denote the minimum order of a connected supermagic graph containing a
clique of order n. Then
s(n) = n2 + o(n2).
The proof of Theorem 1 can be adapted to show the following improvement of inequality
(4). Given a graph H , denote by s(H) the minimum order of a connected supermagic graph that
contains H as an induced subgraph.
Theorem 2. For any connected graph H with n vertices we have s(H) ≤ n2 + o(n2).
The upper bound in Theorem 2 can be significantly improved if H has small size. For
instance, it is proved in [10] that if H is a tree of order n then s(H) ≤ 2n − 2. Bolloba´s and
Pikhurko [1] study the related parameter S(n,m), defined as the smallest N such that every
graph H of order n and m edges admits a labeling f : V (H) → [1, N ] for which the edge sums
f (x) + f (y), xy ∈ E(H) are pairwise distinct. This is a necessary property for a supermagic
graph containing H as an induced subgraph. These authors prove that, if m = Ω(n3/2 log n),
then S(n,m) = Ω(n2). As a consequence of this result and Theorem 2 we have the following
corollary.
Corollary 1. There are graphs H of order n and Ω(n3/2 log n) edges for which
s(H) = Θ(n2).
Corollary 1 shows that the lower bound in Theorem 2 gives the correct order of magnitude
even for graphs of moderate edge-density.
2. Magic graphs from Sidon sets
We have already mentioned that the existence of a connected supermagic graph of order N
containing a clique of order n implies the existence of a weak Sidon set of order n in [1, N ]. We
will show that these two facts are actually equivalent.
For convenience, we first give a bound for the size of a weak Sidon set A which is good for
any A with |A| ≥ 3. The proof is similar to Ruzsa [12, Theorem 4.7].
Lemma 1. Let A ⊂ [1, N ] be a weak Sidon set with |A| ≥ 3. Then
N ≥ |A|(|A| − 3)
2
+ 3+ α(|A|),
where α(n) = 1 for n ≥ 6 and α(n) = 0 otherwise.
Proof. We use the fact that, for any pairwise distinct elements x, y, u, v ∈ A, we have
x − u 6= v − y. Note that A + 1 − min(A) = {a + 1 − min(A) : a ∈ A} is also a weak
Sidon set. Therefore we may assume that {1, N } ⊂ A.
Since A − A = {a − a′ : a, a′ ∈ A} ⊂ [1 − N , N − 1] we have, |A − A| ≤ 2N − 1. Let us
obtain a lower estimate for |A − A|.
Consider the set D = {d ∈ A \ {1, N } : 2d ∈ A ⊕ A}, where A ⊕ A denotes the set of sums
of two distinct elements in A.
Since A is a weak Sidon set, two different pairs of elements of A, (a, b) and (c, d), such that
a − b = c − d must have one element in common, say a = d, which implies d ∈ D.
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Moreover, each element d ∈ D belongs to at most two pairs (d, b) and (c, d) with d − b =
c − d , since a third pair, say (d, x), verifies 2d = x + c = b + c. Hence,
2N − 1 ≥ |A − A| ≥ |A|(|A| − 1)− 2|D|. (6)
Note that |D| ≤ |A| − 2 and |A − A| is an odd number at most 2N − 1. Inequality (6) gives
2N − 1 ≥ |A|(|A| − 3)+ 4. Since |A|(|A| − 3)/2 is an integer, we get
N ≥ |A|(|A| − 3)
2
+ 3. (7)
The weak Sidon set {1, 2, 3, 5, 8} show that this bound is tight for n ≤ 5. Note also that, for
equality to hold in (7), we must have |D| = |A| − 2 and |A − A| = 2N − 1.
Suppose that n ≥ 6 and |D| = |A| − 2. By (7), we have N ≥ 12. Let us show that
|A − A| ≤ 2N − 3. This is the case if N − 2 6∈ A − A. If N − 2 ∈ A − A then, by replacing
A by N + 1− A if necessary, we may assume that 2 ∈ A. Since 2 ∈ D, we have 3 ∈ A, so that
4 6∈ A. Then 3 ∈ D implies 5 ∈ A and therefore {4, N − 1, N − 2, N − 3, N − 4} 6∈ A. Hence
N − 4 6∈ A − A. 
The following easy lemma gives a simple criteria to obtain a supermagic labeling from a
consecutive vertex labeling.
Lemma 2. Let G = (V, E) be a graph of order n and f : V → [1, n] a bijection. If the edge
sums of f , S = { f (x) + f (y), xy ∈ E}, form a consecutive set of integers. Then f can be
extended to a supermagic labeling of G.
Proof. Let S = [M,M + m − 1] the set of edge sums of f , with m = |E |. For each xy ∈ E
define f (xy) = M + n + m − ( f (x)+ f (y)). Then f (E) = [n + 1, n + m] and f is clearly a
supermagic labeling with constant k = N + n + m. 
Lemma 3. Let G = (V, E) be a supermagic connected graph of order N. For each N ′ > N
there is a supermagic connected graph G ′ of order N ′ which contains G as an induced subgraph.
Proof. Let f be a supermagic labeling of G with constant k and let V = {x1, . . . , xN } with
f (xi ) = i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Note that, if xi x j ∈ E , then f (xi x j ) = k − i − j . Let xr xs ∈ E ,
r < s, be the edge of G with label f (xr xs) = N + 1 and set r ′ = r + s − N . Let
V1 = {xN+1, . . . xN ′} and consider the graph G ′ = (V ′, E ′) with V ′ = V ∪ V1 and E ′ = E ∪ E1
where E1 = {xr ′x j , N + 1 ≤ j ≤ N ′}. Then G ′ is clearly connected and contains G as the
subgraph induced by V .
Define the labeling f ′ on V ′∪E ′ as f ′(xi ) = i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N ′ and f ′(xi x j ) = k′− i− j, xi x j ∈
E ′, where k′ = 2N ′+r ′+1. By the above definition, we clearly have f (xi )+ f (x j )+ f (xi x j ) =
k′ for each edge xi x j ∈ E ′. We have f ′(V ′) = [1, N ′], f ′(E1) = [N ′ + 1, 2N ′ − N ] and
f ′(E) = f (E)+ (k′ − k) = [N + 1, N + |E |] + 2(N ′ − N ) = [2N ′ − N + 1, N ′ + |E ′|]. Thus
f ′ is a supermagic labeling of G ′. 
Lemma 4. Let G = (V, E) be a graph of order N and f : V → [1, N ] a bijection such that the
edge sums f (x)+ f (y), xy ∈ E are pairwise different. Then there is a supermagic graph G ′ of
order N ′ which contains G as a spanning subgraph.
Proof. Denote the vertices of G by x1, . . . , xN such that f (xi ) = i , 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Let
B = { f (xi ) + f (x j ), xi x j ∈ E} = {b1 < · · · < bm}, where m = |E |, be the edge sumset.
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Fig. 1. The constant for the magic labeling in (a) is 15 and for (b) is 24.
Let Y = [b1, bm] \ B and set Y1 = Y ∩ [b1, N + 1] and Y2 = Y ∩ [N + 2, bm]. Consider the
graph G ′ = (V, E ∪ E ′) where
E ′ = {x1xi , i + 1 ∈ Y1} ∪ {xi , xN , i + N ∈ Y2}.
Clearly E ′ is well defined and {i + j, xi x j ∈ E ∪ E ′} = [b1, bm]. Define f on the set of edges
of G ′ as f (xi x j ) = k − i − j , where k = 3N . Then, f is a supermagic labeling of G ′. 
We are now ready for the proof of our main result.
Theorem 3. There is a connected supermagic graph of order N containing a clique of order n
if and only if there is a weak Sidon set A ⊂ [1, N ] of cardinality n.
Proof. As explained in the introduction, the only if part is clear: suppose that the subgraph of G
induced by V ′ ⊂ V (G) is a complete graph of order n and f is a supermagic labeling of G with
constant k. Then f (V ′) ⊂ [1, N ] and f (x)+ f (y) = k − f (xy). Since f is injective on the set
of edges, all such sums are pairwise different and f (V ′) is a weak Sidon set with n elements.
We next show the if part. Let A = {a1 < a2 < · · · < an} ⊂ [1, N ] be a weak Sidon set.
Since A− a1+ 1 is a weak Sidon set as well, we may assume that a1 = 1. On the other hand, by
Lemma 3, we may assume that an = N .
For n ∈ {2, 3}, Kn is a supermagic graph. The weak Sidon set {1, 2, 3, 5, 8} may be used to
construct connected supermagic graphs of order N = 5 and N = 8 containing cliques of orders
4 and 5 respectively, see Fig. 1. According to Lemma 1, the corresponding values of N are the
smallest possible.
From now on assume that n ≥ 6.
Let X = [1, N ] \ A and Y = [3, 2N − 1] \ S, where S is the set of sums of distinct elements
in A which we denote by A ⊕ A. By Lemma 1, we have
|Y | = 2N − 3− |A ⊕ A| = 2N − 3− |A|(|A| − 1)/2 ≥ N − |A| + 1 = |X | + 1. (8)
Let G1 be a clique of order n with vertex set V (G1) = A. The identity map is an injection
from V (G1) to [1, N ] such that the edge sums are pairwise distinct. In what follows we extend
G1 to a connected supermagic graph G of order N .
Let h : Y → X be defined as
h(y) =
{
y − 1 y ∈ Y ∩ [3, N ]
y − N y ∈ Y ∩ [N + 1, 2N − 1].
Since {1, N } ⊂ A, we have h(Y ) ⊂ X .
Suppose that h(Y ) = X . Then consider the graph G with vertex set V (G) = [1, N ] and edge
set E(G) = {{x, y} : x, y ∈ A} ∪ E1 ∪ E2 where E1 = {{1, h(y)} : y ∈ Y ∩ [3, N ]} and
E2 = {{h(y), N } : y ∈ Y ∩ [N + 1, 2N − 1]}.
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The graph G contains the clique G1 and it is connected by construction. By Lemma 2, the
identity map extends to a supermagic labeling of G.
Suppose now that X0 = X \ h(Y ) 6= ∅, say X0 = {x1 < · · · < xk}. For i = 0, 1, 2 let
X i = {x ∈ X : |h−1(x)| = i}. We have |Y | = |X1|+2|X2|, which by (8) implies |X2| ≥ |X0|+1.
Let Y0 = h−1(X2). The set Y0 is the disjoint union Y0 = ∪x∈X2{x+1, x+N }. Note that, for each
xi ∈ X0 and each z ∈ X2, exactly one of the two elements z + 1, z + N lies in [xi + 1, xi + N ].
Therefore
|Y0 ∩ [xi + 1, xi + N ]| = |(Y0 − xi ) ∩ [1, N ]| = |X2| ≥ |X0| + 1, i = 1, . . . , k. (9)
We define an injection g : X0 → Y0 recursively as follows. By (9) there is y1 ∈ Y0 such that
y1 − x1 ∈ [1, N ] \ X0. We set g(x1) = y1. Suppose that g is defined in {x1, . . . , x j } for some j ,
1 ≤ j < k. Denote by
X0, j = X0 \ {x1, . . . , x j }
X2, j = X2 \ {h(y1), . . . , h(y j )}
Y0, j = h−1(X2, j ) = Y0 \ (∪x∈{h(y1),...,h(y j )}{x + 1, x + N }).
By (9) we have
|(Y0, j − x j+1) ∩ [1, N ]| = |X2, j | ≥ |X0, j | + 1.
Therefore, there is y j+1 ∈ Y0, j such that y j+1 − x j+1 ∈ [1, N ] \ X0, j . We set g(x j+1) = y j+1.
Note that g(X0) has exactly one element in each of the sets {x + 1, x + N }, x ∈ X2 \ X2,k
and none in X2,k . We extend g on X2 as
g(x) =
{{x + 1, x + N } \ g(X0) x ∈ X2 \ X2,k
x + 1 x ∈ X2,k .
Consider the graph G2 with vertex labels [1, N ] and set of edges E = EA ∪ E0 ∪ E1 ∪ E2
where
EA = {{x, y} : x, y ∈ A}
E0 = {{x, g(x)− x} : x ∈ X0}
E1 = {{x, h−1(x)− x} : x ∈ X1}
E2 = {{x, g(x)− x} : x ∈ X2}.
The graph G2 clearly contains the clique G1. Note that it is a connected graph since each
element in X1∪ X2 is adjacent to one of {1, N } ⊂ V (G1) and each xi ∈ X0 is connected to some
vertex in A ∪ X \ {xi , . . . , xk}. By construction, all the edge sums x + y, xy ∈ E are pairwise
distinct. By Lemma 4, there is a connected supermagic graph G of order N containing G2 as a
spanning subgraph. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 3 and the bounds described in the introduction. Let s(n)
denote the minimum order of a supermagic graph containing a clique of order n. By (2) we have
s(n) ≥ n2 + o(n2). On the other hand, the known constructions of dense Sidon sets provide in
particular weak Sidon sets of cardinality n in [1, N ] with N = n2 + o(n2). By Theorem 3 we
then have s(n) ≤ n2 + o(n2).
Theorem 1 can be extended to construct connected supermagic graphs which contain any
given graph H as an induced subgraph.
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Corollary 2. Let H be a connected graph of order n. If there is a weak Sidon set A ⊂ [1, N ] of
cardinality n then there exists a connected supermagic graph G of order N which contains H as
an induced subgraph.
Proof. We can assume that H is not supermagic since otherwise we can take G = H . In
particular n ≥ 4 and H is not a star K1,n−1.
Let A = {a1 < a2 < · · · < an} ⊂ [1, N ] be a weak Sidon set. As before, we may assume
that a1 = 1 and an = N . Replacing A by an + a1 − A if necessary we may assume that
a2 − a1 < an − an−1.
By Theorem 3 there is a connected supermagic graph G ′ with vertex set V (G ′) = [1, N ] such
that the subgraph G ′[A] induced by the vertices in A is a clique of order n.
First suppose that n ≥ 5. Then we claim that H contains the disjoint union of K1,2 and K2
as a subgraph. Suppose the contrary; since H is connected it contains K1,2 as a subgraph, say
xy, yz ∈ E(H), and each vertex in V (H)\{x, y, z}must be adjacent to y, against our assumption
that H is not a star.
Therefore H can be embedded in G ′[A] in such a way that a1a2, a1, a3 and an−1an are edges
of H . Remove the non-edges of H from G ′[A] in such an embedding. Since H is connected, the
resulting graph G ′′ is also connected. Moreover, the edge sums in S = { f (x) + f (y) : xy ∈
E(G ′′)} are pairwise distinct.
Let Y = [a1+a2, an−1+an]\S. Note that the only elements in [3, 2N−1]which can be written
in a unique way as a sum of two distinct elements in [1, N ] are {3, 4, 2N − 2, 2N − 1}. By our
embedding of H , none of these four elements belong to Y . Indeed, we have min(Y ) > a1+a3 ≥ 4
and, from the condition 1 ≤ a2 − a1 < an − an−1, we have max(Y ) < an−1 + an ≤ 2N − 2.
Since each element y ∈ Y occurs at most once as a sum of two distinct elements of A, there
are two distinct elements of u(y), v(y) ∈ [1, N ] not both in A such that u(y) + v(y) = y; by
adding the edge u(y)v(y) to G ′′ for each y ∈ Y we obtain a graph G which contains H as an
induced subgraph such that the edge sumset {x + y, xy ∈ E(G)} is a set of consecutive integers.
By Lemma 2, the labeling of V (G) can be extended to a supermagic labeling of the graph G.
A similar argument works when n = 4 by embedding H in such a way that a1a2, a1a3 and
a3a4 are edges of H . This completes the proof. 
As a result of Corollary 2, there are connected supermagic graphs of order N ≤ n2 + o(n2)
which contain a given graph H of order n as an induced graph. This proves Theorem 2.
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